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METHODS AND APPARATUS FOR CAPTURING A PANORAMIC IMAGE

CLAI M OF PRIORITY

This application claims the benefit of priority t o U.S. Patent Application

Serial No. 13/631,931, filed Septem ber 29, 2012 and to U.S. Provisional Patent

Application Serial No. 61/657,376, filed June 8, 2012, which are hereby

incorporated by reference herein in its entirety.

TECH NICAL FIELD

The present d isclosure relates generally t o methods and apparatus

for capturing panoramic images, and in particular relates t o such methods and

apparatus providing a user interface ("U l") t o facilitate capturing the panoramic

images.

BACKGROUND

A panoramic image is an image that has at least one dimension that

is su bstantially wider (for example by a factor of 2x or 3x, or more) in one

d irection (e.g., typically the horizontal direction ) than in another d irection (e.g.,

the vertical direction ) . Though from a functional perspective, a captu red image

that encompasses a field of view that is greater than that of the camera by

which the image was captured (and thus must be formed from multiple

captured images) can be considered a panoramic image. Panoramic images can

be captu red using a dedicated camera device or a camera assem bly included in

a mobile device, such as a tablet, smartphone, com puter, etc. (collectively

referred t o herein as a "camera device"). In some systems, a panoramic image

may be captu red through use of a rotating mechanism in or supporting a

camera device t o facilitate d irect captu re of panoramic images. Alternatively, a

pseudo panoramic image may be captured through use of a panoramic lens



structu re. However, rotating mechanisms are expensive and tend to be bulky;

and panoramic lenses typically provide less than ideal image quality.

Another way to capture panoramic images is by capturing a series of

conventional digital images as the camera is scanned past the su bject matter of

interest, and digital ly com bin ing the images t o form a panoramic image. In this

tech nique, the camera device is typically moved in a continuous fashion by a

user, and operates t o sequential ly capture a series of images that can be

com bined to define a panoramic image. The current methods and apparatus

are directed t o solving problems resu lting from such capturing of panoramic

images by moving the camera device. In such systems, the user moves the

camera device, for instance, in a lateral or horizontal direction, or rotates the

camera device about a pivot point. All of the images wh ich will collectively

define the ultimate panoramic image are typically acq uired during a single scan

of the camera device through a range of movement. If at least one image is

incompletely captu red within the series of images including the panoramic

image, then either an incomplete (corrupted ) panora mic image, or no

panoramic image, will resu lt. Image correction or estimation software may not

be able to fu lly compensate for the incomplete portions of the image.

In such cases, it may be user error, not device error, resu lting in

corru pt (or missing) panoramic images. Most commonly, such corrupt or

missing images resu lt from the user operating the camera device in a manner

that prevents the camera device from captu ring each of the images necessary

t o combine to form the panoramic image. Thus, it would be beneficial t o

provide a user with instructions and guidance to facil itate proper operation of a

camera device for acqu isition of the digital images necessary t o form panoramic

images. Because the appropriate operation by the user will in some cases

depend on the system being used and/or the parameters of the image being

captured, it would also be beneficial, in some embodiments, to factor in device

constraints present during the image captu re process to facilitate guiding the

user for proper acquisition of images. And in some embodiments, it would be



beneficial to provide user instructions and guidance that are easy for a user t o

understand and that will intu itively correspond to the image capture in

progress.

BRI EF SUM MARY

The present d isclosure describes various em bodiments of systems,

methods, and apparatus to facilitate the captu ring of panoramic images with a

portable device. In various em bodiments as described herein, a user interface

is provided to give feed back t o a user t o guide positioning and/or movement of

the portable device in a manner that will enable capture of a plu rality of images

suited for being digitally "stitched" together t o form a panoramic image. In

many em bodiments, as described herein, parameters of the panoramic image

processing operation, such as, for example, movement and/or positioning of

the camera during the operation, will be mon itored in real time (i.e., during the

image capture process), and the monitored parameters will be used t o provide

feed back t o the user as t o any adjustments that would improve the captu re

process. In many embod iments, this feedback will be non-textual, or will at

least include non-textual visual elements, and/or other non-textual indicators

t o the user.

Other features and aspects of the invention will become apparent

from the following detailed description, taken in conjunction with the

accompanying drawings which illustrate, by way of example, the featu res in

accordance with em bod iments.

BRI EF DESCRI PTION OF THE DRAWI NGS

Some embod iments are illustrated by way of example and not

limitations in the figures of the accompanying drawings, in w h ich:



FIGs. 1A-1E depict example portable devices having a camera

according to some embodiments.

FIG. 2A depicts a conceptual diagram of a panoramic image t o be

captured using the porta ble device according t o some example em bodiments;

while FIG. 2B depicts an example portable device that may be used to captu re

the image, depcited from a front view; and FIG. 2C depicts the example

portable device of FIG. 2B depicted from a rear view.

FIG. 3 depicts an example flow diagram for obtaining a panoramic

image through use of a panoramic image captu re user interface t o provide

guidance to a user t o facilitate the image captu re process.

FIG. 4 depicts an example flow diagram for providing a panoramic

image capture user interface (U l) according to some example embodiments.

FIG. 5 depicts a block d iagram showing example modules included in

the portable device for implementing the panoramic image capture Ul

according to some example embodiments.

FIGs. 6A-6U depict example Ul screens provided on the display of

the portable device for facilitating panoramic image capture in accordance with

some example em bodiments.

FIG. 7 depicts a block d iagram representation of an example

arch itectu re for any of the portable devices of FIGs. 1A-1E accord ing to some

example embodiments.

DETAILED DESCRI PTION

The following detailed description refers t o the accompanying

d rawings that depict various details selected to show examples of how the new

methods and apparatus may be practiced. The discussion addresses various



examples of the inventive subject matter at least partially in reference t o these

drawings, and describes the depicted embodiments in sufficient detail to

ena ble those skilled in the art t o practice the new methods and apparatus.

Many other embodiments may be utilized for practicing the inventive su bject

matter than the illustrative examples d iscussed herein, and many structural and

operational changes in addition t o the alternatives specifical ly discussed herein

may be made without departing from the scope of the inventive su bject

matter.

In this description, references t o "one embodiment" or "an

embodiment, " or to "one example" or "an example" mean that the feature

being referred t o is, or may be, included in at least one em bodiment or

example of the invention. Separate references t o "an embod iment" or "one

embodiment" or t o "one example" or "an example" in this description are not

intended to necessarily refer t o the same embod iment or example; however,

neither are such em bodiments mutually exclusive, unless so stated or as will be

read ily apparent t o those of ordinary skil l in the art having the benefit of this

d isclosure. Th us, the present invention can include a variety of combinations

and/or integrations of the em bodiments and examples descri bed herein, as

well as further em bodiments and examples as defined within the scope of all

claims based on this disclosure, as wel l as all legal equivalents of such claims.

For the purposes of t h is specification, a "processor-based system" or

"processing system" as used herein, includes a system using one or more

microprocessors, microcontrollers and/or digital signal processors or other

devices having the capability of runn ing a "program," (al l such devices being

referred t o herein as a "processor"). A "program" is any set of executa ble

machine code instructions, and as used herein, incl udes user-level applications

as wel l as system-directed applications or daemons.

FIGs. 1A-1E depict example portable devices having an image

capture unit, each including an image capture device (such as a charge coupled

device (CCD) imager, a CMOS imager, etc.), in combination with other



components used t o captu re image data (such as one or more lenses

operatively arranged with the imager, etc.), and devices t o provide at least

basic image processing functionality. Such basic image processing functionality

includes, but is not necessarily l imited to, processing the captured image data

sufficient t o retain that data in a buffer or longer term memory storage such

that the processed data can be retrieved for further processing to form a single

panoramic image. Such basic image processing, as wel l as additional image

processing can, in some examples, be performed by the imager itself). Thus,

each portable device a "camera device," as used herein .

The following are just a few examples of devices that may

incorporate the new methods and apparatus as disclosed herein . The example

portable devices include: a mobile telephone or smart phone 100, a portable

t ablet 150, an audio/video device 170 such as a multimedia display device, a

personal computer 190 such as a laptop or netbook, a camera 195, and any

variety of mobile devices that include an image capture un it (e.g., a camera),

d isplay, and gyroscope. Each of the mobile telephone/smart phone 100,

portable t ablet 150, aud io/video device 170, laptop computer 190, and camera

195 will include a d isplay (wh ich in each of the examples of FIGs 1A, I B and I E,

is depicted as a touch sensor panel 102, 104, 106; though each may also be a

simple video display, as depicted in the example of FIGs 1C and ID, as 108 and

110, respectively). As will be apparent t o those skilled in the art, for most of

the devices of FIGs 1A-1E, the devices will incl ude image capture units on a

surface opposite the displays depicted in the figures. While some devices may

include an additional image capture unit, facing in the same direction as the

d isplay, in most cases, an opposite-facing image capture unit will be used t o

obtain the panoramic images. An example of such a device is depicted in FIG.

2C.

Each device will also include a controller assembly 112, 114, 116,

118, 120 which will include at least one processor. Each of the mobile

telephone/smart phone 100, portable tablet 150, aud io/video device 170,



personal computer 190, and camera 195 can also include other components,

such as one or more of the fol lowing: a power button, a menu button, a home

button, a volume button, a light flash sou rce for the camera unit, one or more

input/output jacks or connectors, and/or other components t o operate or

interface with the device. A block d iagram of an example portable device 200 is

provided in FIG. 7, and discussed in relation thereto.

FIG. 2A depicts a conceptual diagram of a panoramic image 210 to

be captu red using the portable device 200 according to some embodiments.

The example portable device 200 includes two image capture un its (222 in FIG.

2B, and 224 in FIG. 2C), in combination with conventional control and

processing circu itry as is known in the art for capturing and processing image

data. As noted above, the rear-facing image captu re unit, as shown at 224 in

FIG. 2C, wil l typically be used t o capture the panoramic images, while the user

views the Ul on the opposite-facing d isplay. The particular configuration of the

portable device 200 may dictate the location of the image capture unit on the

device. The processing required by the image captu re unit may be provided at

least in part by the system processor; but more commonly will be handled by a

ded icated processor either within the image captu re ch ip or assem bly, or

otherwise associated therewith .

To capture a panoramic image, a user moves the portable device

200 through a particular scan path relative t o an object o r scene of interest in

order t o acquire the imaging data corresponding to the object or scene of

interest. The scan path traversed by the portable device 200 is typically either

gen erally horizontal (i.e., in a left t o right direction or a right to left direction) or

gen erally vertical (i.e. from up to down, o r down t o up). An example scan

d irection 220 shown in FIG. 2 includes a scan path along the x-axis in the left to

right direction; and will often include a component that is not co-linear with a

plane formed by the x- and y-axes. For example, t he user may move the

portable device 200 in a semi-circu lar path that is in the scan direction 220 and

also has a rotational component, typically around a vertical axis located



somewhere along a line extending between a vertical axis extend ing t hrough

some portion of the portable device and a vertical axis t hrough the user

supporting the porta ble device; though it is possi ble that the user could move

in an arc, thereby putting the axis somewhere behind the user.

The panoramic image 210 includes two or more images captu red by

the portable device 200 that are d igital ly stitched together t o form a single

composite image. As shown in FIG. 2, the panoramic image 210 includes a first

image 212, a second image 214, a third image 216, and a fourth image 218

(each an "image portion," and collectively the "image portions"). The portable

device 200 sequentially and continuously captures the image portions 212, 214,

216 and 218, respectively, as the porta ble device 200 traverses the scan path

220. Although four image portions are depicted, it shou ld be understood that

the number of image portions, or the width of any one of the image portions,

may be different from that shown in FIG. 2. The field of view of the lens

associated with the image capture unit will typically determine, in part, the

maximum width of a given image portion that can be acquired. However,

capturing a greater of image portions, with each representing a difference from

the prior image portion that is a relatively narrow "slice" (relative t o a full frame

view), is believed t o provide higher image quality, due t o more overlapping

image data. Such capture of a relatively greater number of image portions than

the minimum that would be requ ired (where each image portion is close t o a

fu l l field of view frame) will requ ire relative greater processing bandwidth and

greater memory capacity, because there are more images, with greater overlap

of image content, to be stitched together t o form the panoramic image.

Accord ingly, such greater granu larity in the capturing of image portions can

impact the maximu m safe scann ing speed, and potentially the maximum

dimension of the panoramic image. In some embodiments, no d iscrete image

portions may be discernible within the panoramic image 210 because the image

capture is continuous over the particu lar scan path . In any case, the panoramic

image 210 has a substantially wider view along the x-axis than along the y-axis.



Alternatively, the dimension of panoramic image 210 may be su bstantially

greater along the y-axis than along the x-axis.

As wil l be apparent from consideration of the image portions 212,

214, 216 and 218, the full frame of each image portion will not be able to be

stitched to the subsequent image portion unless the portable device 200 was in

the same vertical position at the time of captu re of both such image portions,

and was also in the same angular orientation at the time of captu re of both

such image portions. In the case of a panoramic image with the extended

d imension in the vertical d irection, the portable device 200 would need t o be

held in the same horizontal position, though the angu lar orientation will

typically change. An additional factor in the obtaining of suitable panoramic

images is that the portable device be moved at a speed such that each image

portion can be ful ly captured .

FIG. 3 provides a flowchart 300 of one example method for

obtaining a panoramic image through use of a panora mic image captu re user

interface ("U l") t o provide appropriate gu idance t o a user t o facilitate the image

capture process. Once the portable device 200 that will be used to obtain the

panoramic image is operated t o enter the panoramic capture mode at 302, the

system will display a user interface for the image capture un it, at 304. The user

interface can be presented in a variety of forms, some examples of which are

provided herein in FIGs. 6A-U. Proximate the time of capture of a first image

portion, at least a first device state will be detected, at 306. In many

embodiments, this first device state will be used as a baseline reference t o

guide the capture of subsequent image portions. In some embodiments, device

states of multiple parameters will be detected for later reference.

During the panoramic image capture process, after the first image

portion has been captured, the system will detect a second device state

associated with capturing the second image portion, at 308. The second device

state may be selected from multiple parameters, includ ing, for example, the

vertical position of the portable device (308A), the horizontal position of the



portable device (308B), o r the angular orientation of the portable device

(308C). In at least some embodiments, the second device state will be

determined prior t o actual capture of the second image portion . In the event

that the determined second device state indicates that a change of position of

the portable device (200) would be beneficial to the panoramic image captu re

process, then a scan guidance indicator will be provided t hrough the d isplayed

user interface indicating the appropriate change of the second device state.

For example, if it were determined that the vertical position of the porta ble

device had been elevated after the capture of the first image portion, a scan

guidance indicator t o lower the vertical position could be provided t hrough the

user interface.

In some embodiments, additional guidance can be provided. As an

example, add itional optional steps 312, 314 and 316, indicated by dashed lines,

are also depicted in FIG. 3. In the provided example of additional optional

steps, the system determines the scanning speed (i.e., the speed at which the

portable device is being moved) proximate the time of capturing the second

image portion, at 312. The system will then determine if the detected scanning

speed is outside of a preferred range of scanning speeds, at 314; such that the

scan ning speed might adversely affect the panoramic image captu re process. If

that determination is made, then a visual guide incl ud ing non-textual elements

will be displayed on the display of the portable device t o guide the user t o

move the portable device at a speed within the preferred range of speeds.

M ultiple examples of such non-textual visual guides are provided in FIGs. 6A-Q

later herein.

A determination will next be made, at 318 as t o whether the

panoramic captu re process has ended, such as by a user activating a control to

stop the captu re. Alternatively, the panoramic captu re process could be ended

automatically, such as by the system determin ing a movement of the portable

device inconsistent with capturing the panoramic image, such as the user

stopping movement of the portable device for a predetermined duration, or by



significantly changing the orientation of the porta ble device, such as if the

device is significantly lowered or tilted. If the panoramic captu re process has

ended, at 320, then the process will terminate, at 322. If the panoramic

capture process has not ended, at 324, then the process will return to repeat

the detection as indicated at 308 and 310 (and any optional steps) until the

image capture process does end at 320. Of course, if the optional operations as

indicated at 312-316 are not performed, determination of 318 will be

performed immed iately after the operation indicated at 310. In many

embodiments, the detected device state associated with captu ring the first

image portion, as determined at 306, wil l be used as a reference for capturing

all subsequent image portions. However, as an alternative method of

operation, the device state proximate the time of capture of any subsequent

image portions might be referenced to the detected device state proximate the

time of the immediately preced ing image portion. In this method of operation,

the reference val ue would always be associated with the captu re of the

immed iately preced ing image portion, rather than the first image portion.

Referring now to the structure and operation of the system, FIG. 4

illustrates an example flow diagram 400 for obtaining a panoramic image

according to some embodiments. FIG. 5 illustrates a block diagram showing

example modules 500 included in an example portable device 200 for

implementing the panoramic image capture Ul . FIGs. 6A-6Q illustrate example

Ul screens corresponding t o a viewfinder or other display screen of the portable

device 200 in accordance with the flow diagram 400 and modules 500. FIGs. 4,

5, and 6A-6Q are descri bed below in conjunction with one another.

Add ressing first the structu re of the portable device in reference to

FIG. 5, the components 500 of this example portable device 200 include an

image acq uisition module 502, a panoramic image processing module 504, a

device orientation, device motion, and/or processor load module 506, and an

Ul module 508. Although mod ules 502-508 are shown as distinct modules in

FIG. 5 for ease of understanding, it should be understood that mod ules 502-508



may be implemented as fewer o r more modules than shown. For example, in

some systems, the functionality of panoramic image processing module 504

may be implemented partially, o r entirely, by the image captu re unit 510 of

image acq uisition module 502.

In most em bodiments, the modules 500 will include one or more

software components, programs, applications, apps, or other un its of code base

or instructions configu red t o be executed by one or more processors included

in the portable device 200 (e.g., processor 102) to provide the functionalities or

operations of one or more embodiments of a panoramic image captu re. In

such cases, the modules 500 may be part of, or separate from, a camera app (or

appropriate image capture app) included in the portable device 200. In many

cases, one or more of the modules wil l also include one or more add itional

hardware components (in addition t o the machine-reada ble media containing

the executa ble instructions), as will be apparent t o persons skil led in the art.

For example, image acquisition module 502 will incl ude the image acquisition

unit 510 for capturing images, as well provide desired add itional functionality

for controlling the image acquisition unit, such as either virtual or hardware-

implemented controls, such as: control buttons t o initiate (and in some cases

end ) image capture; controls to zoom the field of view; lighting controls, etc.;

and will provide inputs t o control image capture un it 510, as necessary.

Referring now to an example process flow as depicted in the flow

chart of FIG. 4, a user activates the image capture unit (e.g., the camera) of the

portable device 200 or launches a camera application (or other appropriate

image capture application) included in the portable device 200. The porta ble

device 200 provides the user the option t o choose between one or more image

capture modes such as a conventional photograph mode and panoramic

photograph mode. The selection of panoramic mode may be made, for

example, t hrough a virtual button displayed on a touch screen of the portable

device (see, for example, FIG. 6U). The portable device 200 may also provide

one or more image configuration settings such as, but not limited to, specifying



resolution, color, or black and white photographs, high dynamic range (HDR)

imaging, any of which can also be selected or unselected through a virtual

button on a touch screen, in a similar manner. Of cou rse, where the portable

device does not include a touch screen, other conventional buttons or other

controls may be used for the selection/un-selection . When the user selects the

panoramic mode, the portable device 200 is configu red t o initiate or start the

panoramic mode of operation t o acquire a panoramic image (block 402).

Next at block 404, the user positions the image captu re unit of the

portable device 200 t o capture a (first) portion (i.e., a "first image portion") of

the object o r scene of interest, and initiates the image captu re (such as by

actuating a real or virtual button). The image acquisition mod ule 502 is thereby

configured to acquire that first image portion 302 (in FIG. 3) (e.g., t o acquire at

least a first portion of the panoramic image 300). The user positions and

(ideally) continuously moves the portable device 200 along a panoramic

scan ning path (e.g., along scan d irection 210 in FIG . 2) to captu re the image

data corresponding t o the object/scene of interest. Such positioning and

continuous movem ent is also referred t o in the art as scanning, panning, o r

traversing a scan (or scanning) path. The portable device 200, through

continuous movem ent along the panoramic scan path, correspondingly brings

new portions of the object/scene of interest within the field of view of the

image capture unit. In turn, new image data corresponding t o such new

portions of the object/scene of interest is continuously acqu ired by the

portable device 200. The acquisition of image data in block 404 occurs

essentially continuously, in the same context that a video image is continuously

acquired by capturing a plurality of frames, such as in increments of a selected

num ber of image frames per second, and in essential ly real-time; though in

capturing a panoramic image, the rate of captu ring frames may typically be

su bstantially less than in captu ring video images. Additionally, in the case of a

panoramic image, the entire panoramic image will be viewable at a single time,

unlike the multiple discrete frames of video images.



As image data is being acq uired, at block 404, in many systems, the

module 506 is configured to receive sensor data, and to then detect or monitor

one or more of various device state parameters in response t o that data, at

block 406. One or more sensors (832 in FIG. 7) (such as e.g., a gyroscope, an

accelerometer, an angular orientation sensor, etc.) included in the portable

device 200 is each configured to provide device state information such as, but

not l imited to, device orientation or device motion information. Such device

orientation information may include detecting the amount of up/down

movement of the portable device 200 in the y-direction during the panoramic

image capture process. The device orientation information may also include

detecting the amount of tilt of the portable device 200 relative to an x-y plane

during the panoramic image capture process. Device motion information

includes detecting the scan speed or velocity in the x-d irection (the scan

d irection 220) during the panoramic image capture process.

In many embodiments, modu le 506 is also configured t o track the

current processor load or capacity, and also preferably to project an impending

processor load or capacity that may impact the device's ability t o captu re the

panoramic image. The processor load, as used herein, includes the image

processing capability of the porta ble device 200, particularly of the processor(s)

handling the image processing, and also includes other processing demands

occurring du ring image captu re which would impact image processing, such as,

but not limited to, servicing other applications, handling communications, etc.;

and also includes any limitations on available memo ry capacity for the captured

image portions, such that the memory can become fu l l if the processor can not

process the stored images quickly enough t o free space in the memory t o

ena ble image capture. In most em bodiments, it is prefera ble that the device

orientation, device motion, and/or processor load monitoring occurs general ly

continuously, such as at periodic intervals, and in real-time (i.e., du ring the

scan ning and image captu re operation).



Returning to the acq uire image data branch of the flow diagram 400,

the acquired image data of block 404 is processed by the panoramic image

processing module 504 at block 408. The acquired image data can be

processed by the processor 102. In some embod iments the image processing

may also include this further processing, including stitching successive image

portions together in real-time so that the panoramic image is generated on the

fly. In other em bodiments, the image processing may include conversion of the

received image data into a form suitable for display on the portable device 200

(e.g., prel iminary image conversion), with final processing occu rring later, such

as after conclusion of the image data acquisition for the complete panoramic

image.

Next, at block 410 a provisional or viewfinder image is d isplayed . In

performing this operation, the Ul module 508 is configured to display, on the

d isplay 110 of the portable device 200, an image portion representative of the

most current image portion being captured. Such image portion may be the

image portion corresponding to the acquired image data of block 404.

Processing block 408 may occu r simultaneously with, and continue after, the

d isplay of a provisional image (block 410).

The d isplayed image portion may be referred to as a provisional

image or a viewfinder image, because the image portion may be rendered as an

approximation of the final image that is sufficient t o serve a viewfinder function

t o guide a user t o capture the su bject matter of interest. For example, the

provisional image may be provided at a lower resolution than that of the final

image. The provisional image is presented to the user t o serve as real-time

feed back of the object/scene being captu red by the portable device 200. As an

example, FIG. 6A i l lustrates an example screen 600 showing a provisional image

602 displayed on the portable device 200. As the portable device 200 is moved,

the provisional image 602 is updated accordingly to provide to the user a

current visual guide of the scene being captu red.



The processed image data is stored at block 412. The processed

image data is stored for further actions, which may include, for example, one or

more of: further processing, to await the next segment of the panoramic image,

or transmission to another device, etc.

Concurrent with the image acquisition, processing, and display

operations, the device state information detected at block 406 is used t o

provide an intuitive Ul to further facilitate image capture. At block 414, the

module 506 is configured to determine an original o r in itial scan line location

representative of a position on the y-axis at the start of image capture for a

given panoramic image. The original scan line location corresponds to the

vertical position of the portable device 200 at the start of image captu re (i.e.,

the initial scan path vertical position). In some em bodiments this in itial vertical

position will include vertical orientation, such as an angle of tilt of the portable

device relative to a horizontal or vertical axis. This original scan line location

position remains constant for a given panoramic image. The modu le 506 is also

configured to determine a cu rrent scan line location (also referred to as a

current scan l ine position) representative of a position on the y-axis at the

current traversal point of the scan path. As the user moves the portable device

200 along the scan path for a given panoramic image, the portable device 200

can move up or down relative to the original scan l ine location, or can tilt

relative to that original scan l ine location. Such up or down, or tilting, deviation

will typically lead to a less than optimal panoramic image, because such

deviation has the effect of narrowing the continuous portion of the image

relative to a conventional rectangu lar display format. Accord ingly, in some

embodiments, such up or down movement during panning, relative to the

initial scan line position, and/or tilting, is indi cated on the display during image

capture (block 416), and prefera bly is indicated, at least in part, by non-textual

indicators. In some em bodiments, some textual indicators might be used in

com bination with non-textual indicators.



The screen 600 of FIG. 6A shows example non-textual visual

indicators (images, prompts, or cues) provided with the provisional image 602

t o guide the user in vertical positioning of the portable device during scann ing.

The visual non-textual indicators can be provided as a layer over the provisional

image 602 in varying degrees of translucency. For example, the non-textual

indicators can be 100% opaque or less than 100% opaque (i.e. translucent). In

some em bodiments, the non-textual indicators relating to vertical position

guidance will include an original scan line location indicator 604, a current scan

line location ind icator 606, and a vertical position corrective ind icator 608. The

location of the cu rrent scan line location indicator 606 relative to the original

scan line location indicator 604 can change over time as the location of the

detected cu rrent scan line relative t o the original scan line location

correspondingly changes over time. The current scan l ine location indicator

606 can be located above, coincident with, o r below the original scan line

location ind icator 604. Scan line location indicators 604 and 606 can be

d isplayed to the user at all times (though, at the beginn ing of a scan, the

current scan l ine indicator 606 can be either invisible or coincident with original

scan line indicator 606). In other examples, neither line might be displayed t o a

user (or on ly the original scan line indictor line might be displayed) until there is

a deviation need ing correction by the user. The vertical position corrective

indicator 608 is configu red to indicate to the user t o move the portable device

200 up or down, as appropriate, to reposition the portable device 200 back to

the original scan line location. FIG. 6A shows the vertical position corrective

indictor 608 as a downward pointing arrow because the cu rrent scan line

location ind icator 606 is positioned above the original scan line location

indicator 604. Alternatively, the vertical position corrective indictor 608 may be

of any of a variety of conceiva ble elements that will convey t o a user the

necessa ry movement. As just a few examples of many possible such indicators,

the position corrective indicator may be static, such as a constant arrow

oriented t o depict the direction of needed movement; o r may be of many

possible forms of active or animated indicators, such as, e.g., a blin king arrow, a



color-changing arrow, a set of chevrons in continuous or seq uential motion in

the desired direction (for example, where indicators corresponding to the scan

line location ind icators 604 and 606 are present, the chevrons or other ind ictors

can extend between the current scan line location ind icator 606 and the

original scan line location indicator 604).

The cu rrent scan line indicator 606 can be determined in response to

one or more sensors. For example, placement of the current scan line indicator

could be responsive just t o movement in a vertical plane, as might be derived

from an accelerometer measurement. However, the greater risk t o vertical

positioning of the image is cu rrently believed to be unintended tilting of the

portable device by a user. Accordingly, in some embodiments, the position of

the cu rrent scan line indicator 606 will be based upon input from a tilt sensor,

such as a gyroscope, as well as a sensor for vertical position ing. Of course, in

some em bodiments, only the tilt sensor measurement might be used to

determine the position of the cu rrent scan line ind icator 606. Where both

types of measu rements are relied upon in determining the placement of the

current scan l ine indicator 606, in some embodiments greater weighting will be

given the tilt measurements, in view of the potential for tilt to have a greater

negative impact on the image capture process.

Add itionally, in some embodiments other non-visual indicators can

also be used with (or possibly in place of) the visi ble Ul, such as audible signals

or some form of haptic feed back. For example, an audio signal of a given tone

or volu me can be presented when the current scan l ine begins to deviate from

the original scan line (whether or not the scan l ine indicators 604 and 606 are

displayed to a user), and may then be modified such as moving up in intensity

(such as by moving higher in pitch or volu me) if the deviation between the scan

lines increases; and by analogously moving down in intensity as the deviation is

corrected. In some embodiments, haptic pulses may be applied to the portable

device surface, again changing in frequency and/or intensity in response to the

degree of deviation between the scan l ines.



In this manner, the portable device 200 provides intuitive Ul

elements in real-time to assist the user t o properly position the portable device

200 with respect t o the scan ning path during capture of a panoramic image

(wh ich will often, but not necessarily, be a vertical position ) . Ul elements are

configured as gaming-l ike elements for the user t o "play" getting the two scan

line indicators (indicators 604 and 606) as close as possible t o each other during

the image capture process. It should be understood that not all embodiments

will necessarily include a separate position corrective indicator (as depicted at

608). For example, the user could just be motivated t o move the camera such

that the two scan line indicators (ind icators 604 and 606) align with one

another. However, if the user is uncertain as to the necessary direction of

movement, there could be undesira ble movement in the incorrect direction as

the user determines the needed direction of movement. Therefore, in many

embodiments the Ul will benefit from the presence of a position corrective

indicator.

At block 418, the module 506 is configured t o determine a scanning

or panning speed in the horizontal direction (x-direction) at wh ich the

processor 102 can handle the image processing of the acquired image data (and

other processor demands) without unnecessarily slowing down scanning (since

the user would generally want t o capture the panora mic image as quickly as

possible). In some such em bodiments, the module 506 is configu red to predict

the upcoming processor load to determine a (proactive) safe scann ing speed at

which the image can be captu red without image data acquisition exceeding the

image processing capabil ity of the portable device 200, as d iscussed earlier

herein. The image processing capability may also depend on factors such as,

but not limited to, image resolution (the lower the resolution, the less

processing may be req uired), the amount of jitter or shaking by the user during

image acq uisition, and the l ike. If the image data acquisition - wh ich is a

function of the scanning speed - exceeds the image processing

capabilities/speed, then the resulting panoramic image can contain image gaps

or no panoramic image may be possible. The determi ned scanning speed



anticipates the upcoming image processing capacity t o prevent missing gaps in

the handl ing of the image data; it is not reacting to the image processing

capability already having been exceeded or approach ing overcapacity point to

caution the user t o slow the scanning speed . The determined scanning speed

may be a maximu m safe scann ing speed (which of course may incl ude some

safety margin built into the determined speed). Alternatively, the determined

speed might be a target speed within a range of accepta ble speeds that will

allow suitable and efficient image captu re; or the determined speed might just

be a range of acceptable speeds.

In some embodiments, the system may not seek t o calculate a

scan ning speed, but may rely on a predetermined threshold scanning speed

that is determined at a value believed to allow image capture suitable for

forming panoramic images. Such a system, however, will not be able to

specifically address any conditions, such as of processor loading, which might

cause performance outside of the expected parameters originally used to

determine the threshold scanning speed.

Once the maximum safe scanning speed has been determined, the

Ul module 508 is configured to display non-textual indicators t o direct a user t o

provide the determined scanning speed (or a speed within a determined range

of scanning speeds) of the porta ble device 200 during the image capture

process (block 420). The non-textual visual indicators can be static, an imated,

color changing, etc. The determination block 418 and display block 420 will

often occur continuously in real-time.

Again, these non-textual visual ind icators can be provided as a layer

over the provisional image 602 in varying degrees of translucency. For

example, the non-textual indicators, images, or cues can be 100% opaque or

less than 100% opaque. Such non-textual indicators can also be provided

anywhere relative t o the provisional image 602 - an overlay su perimposed over

a top, middle, bottom, or other portion of the provisional image 602. In other

embodiments, the non-textual indicators associated with the preferred scan



speed can be provided in a top region of the screen while the provisional image

602 is provided in a screen region below the top region (or vice versa). These

and other Ul configurations are contemplated in the present disclosure.

FIGs. 6B-6T illustrate examples of Ul screens depicting the

provisional image 602 and non-textual indicators, including in many cases, non

textual indicators representative of a safe or preferred scanning speed,

d isplayed on the portable device 200. FIG. 6B depicts an example screen 610

showing the provisional image 602 and a scan speed ind icator region 612. The

scan speed indicator region 612 is shown as an overlay over a top part of the

provisional image 602. In this example, the scan speed indicator region 612

(also referred t o as a scan speed indicator bar) includes a previous capture

image portion 614, a current captu re image portion 616, and a scan speed

indicator 618. The scan speed indicator region 612 conveys more than one type

of information . The previous capture image portion 614 and the current

capture image portion 616 together include a preliminary image of the

panoramic image captu red to that point. In many em bodiments, the cu rrent

capture image portion 616 wil l have the same content as the provisional image

602. In some embod iments, the image portions 614 and 616 are displayed in

proper scale t o indicate the amount of progress in captu ring the panoramic

image. In some embodiments, the Ul will be configu red such that a captured

image extend ing across the entire width of the screen (as occupied by previous

image capture portion 614, current image captu re portion 616, and scan speed

indicator region 612) will have reached a predetermined limit for captu ring the

horizontal dimension of the panoramic image. Alternatively, the previous

capture image portion 614 and a current capture image portion 616 may be

replaced with a color bar indicating the progress toward completion of the

panoramic image captu re; or such a colored bar can be depicted alongside or

superimposed over those image portions and/or scan speed indicator region

612.



In one embodiment, the scan speed indicator 618 includes an arrow

image that changes size if the maximu m scanning speed (such as the scan

speed calculated in block 418) is different from the cu rrent scan speed. Of

cou rse, as will be apparent from the various embodi ments described herein,

speeds other than a maximum scanning speed may be used as the reference.

The reference may be to any reference speed that the system either

determines or recognizes as an appropriate scanning speed. The change in size

of scan speed indicator 618 can be proportional to the suggested amount of

change relative t o the current scan speed . The arrow size increases, for

example, when it is determined in block 418 that the user can scan faster (e.g.,

a "go faster" indicator). Conversely the arrow size decreases when it is

determined in block 418 that the user should scan or pan slower (e.g., a "go

slower" indicator). The arrow image points in a rightward directionality, in the

same direction as the scan direction. It is contem plated that the arrow image

points in a leftward directionality if the scan direction is from right to left.

Analogous conventions will be used if the scan direction is either up or down .

In another embod iment, the scan speed indicator 618 includes an

arrow image in a specific color depending on the scan speed calculated in block

418. The arrow image color can be a traffic light color such as yel low, green, or

red. A yellow colored arrow image can be provided, for instance, t o caution the

user that he/she is approaching the maximum scan speed (again, such as that

calculated in block 418). Conversely, a green colored arrow image can be

provided when the cu rrent scan speed is well below the calculated scan speed.

Of course, a red symbol (such as a square, octagon, etc. ) can be used to instruct

the user t o stop scanning.

In an alternative embodiment, the scan speed indicator 618 includes

an arrow image that blinks or is otherwise animated in accordance with the

scan speed calcu lated in block 418. Additionally, non-visual signals, such as the

above described audible or haptic signals might be used t o signal a user t o alter

the scanning speed . In addition to using intensity of a tone t o indicate



transition toward a problematic scanning speed, haptic feed back, such as a

pulse or vibration of increasing intensity as the user approaches the maximum

scan ning speed might be utilized to gu ide the user.

FIG. 6C illustrates an alternative scan speed indicator region 622 t o

the scan speed indicator region 612 of FIG. 6B. The scan speed indicator region

622 differs from the scan speed indicator region 612 by includ ing a scan speed

indicator 624 instead of the scan speed indicator 6 18. The scan speed indicator

624 includes an image other than an arrow, such as a circle or traffic light

symbol. The scan speed indicator 624 is specifically colored depend ing on the

scan speed as calcu lated in block 418, as discussed above. The scan speed

indicator 624 can be depicted in traffic l ight colors such as yellow, green, or red .

FIG. 6D illustrates a scan speed indicator region 632 including a scan

speed indicator 634 and a scan direction indicator 636. The scan speed

indicator 634 includes an image other than an arrow, such as a circle or traffic

light symbol. The scan speed indicator 634 is varia bly colored depending on the

scan speed calcu lated in block 418, as discussed above. The scan speed

indicator 634 can be depicted in traffic l ight colors such as yellow, green, or red .

The scan direction indicator 636 includes an image indicating the direction in

which the user should scan or pan the porta ble device 200 (e.g., an arrow

pointing t o the right).

FIG. 6 E illustrates a scan speed ind icator region 642 including a scan

speed indicator 644 and a panoramic image indicator 646. The scan speed

indicator 644 includes a plu ral ity of arrows, chevrons, o r other images denoting

a rightward directionality and which are animated t o denote the scan speed

determined in block 418. Exam ple animations can be of many conceivable

forms, including as just some examples: causing the plu ral ity of arrows,

chevrons, or other images denoting a rightward directionality to blin k in

accordance with the determined scan speed; causing the arrows, chevrons, or

other images t o change color in accordance with the determined scan speed or

t o change size in accordance with the determined scan speed; high lighting



successive portions of the plurality of arrows, chevrons, or other images

denoting a rightward directionality to simulate movement from left to right in

accordance with the determined scan speed; etc. Note that the plu rality of

arrows, chevrons, or other images denoting a rightward directionality may

instead denote a leftward directionality if the panoramic image is being

captured by scanning from right t o left. The panoramic image indicator 646

may include the previous capture image portion 614 and cu rrent captu re image

portion 616 discussed above for FIG. 6B, or a color bar ind icating the progress

toward completion of the panoramic image capture.

FIG. 6 F illustrates a scan speed indicator region 652 including a scan

speed indicator 654 and a panoramic image indicator 656. The scan speed

indicator 654 includes a plu ral ity of arrows, chevron, o r other images denoting

a rightward directionality and which are animated t o identify a scan speed. The

identified scan speed can be selected from a plu ral ity of options, and the

d isplay of the speed can similarly be one of multiple options. For example, the

identified scan speed can be the detected scan speed of the camera device as

detected at block 406 in FIG. 4; or it can be a previously determined

recommended scan speed; or it can be a safe scan speed, as determined at

block 418 of FIG. 4. Accordingly, many display options are possible for the scan

speed indicator for each possible type of the speeds to be d isplayed. For

example, in one embodiment, where scanning is from left t o right, the plurality

of arrows, chevrons, or other images denoting a rightward d irectionality are

d isplayed at different locations as a function of time in a left to right direction,

indicating motion in the identified direction. As one example, when the

plurality of arrows, chevrons, or other images denoting a rightward

d irectionality reaches the rightmost position, the display pattern repeats from

left t o right (or it may begin repeating sooner, depending on the number of

elements d isplayed ) . As another example of an appropriate animation, when

the identified scan speed is either a previously recommended speed or a

determined safe speed, the animation can be configu red to cause the an imated

images t o "move" at an esta blished rate when the movement of the camera



device is with in an acceptable range (wh ich may be determined around or

below the previously determined recommended speed or a determined safe

speed), but to either move more slowly, or even to start moving backwards,

when the speed is approaching or outside of the range, t o suggest t o a user the

need t o slow the movement of the camera device. As just one alternative, the

animated images (whether arrows, chevrons, etc.) might remain stationary

while the camera device is being moved within the acceptable range, but move

in either a forward or reverse direction to suggest the need t o either speed up

or slow down, respectively, the rate of movement of the camera device. Similar

animations may be used to suggest an appropriate movement of the camera

device when the safe speed is determined by the system in response t o real

time conditions. As one example, the faster the determined scan speed, the

faster the plu ral ity of arrows, chevrons, or other images denoting a rightward

d irectionality might travel from left to right. Alternatively, if the scan speed

approaches a maximum safe scan speed (which may change during the

scan ning operation ), the arrows or chevrons might start to move backwards

(though still pointing t o the right), t o indicate the need t o slow the scanning

speed. As d iscussed above, if the scan direction is from right to left, then the

plurality of arrows, chevrons, or other images will denote a leftward

d irectionality and its display pattern will also be from right to left; and

analogously for vertical scanning in either direction . The panoramic image

indicator 656 may include the previous capture image portion 614 and cu rrent

capture image portion 616 as discussed above for FIG. 6B, or a color bar

indicating the progress toward completion of the panoramic image capture.

FIG. 6G i l lustrates a scan speed indicator region 662 incl uding the

previous capture image portion 614, the current captu re image portion 616, a

portable device ind icator 667, and a scan speed ind icator 618. The porta ble

device indicator 667 includes an image representative of the portable device

200 that is positioned relative to the current captu re image portion 616 such

that the cu rrent capture image portion 616 appears t o be displayed on the

"display" of the (virtual) portable device indicator 667. In other words, the



panoramic image captu re process is conceptually represented by the scan

speed indicator region 662 - the portion of the pan oramic image already

captured (depicted by the previous captu re image portion 614), the porta ble

device 200 captu ring the next portion of the panoramic image (depicted by the

portable device ind icator 667 and the current captu re image portion 616), and

the (upcoming) direction and scan speed of the portable device 200 (depicted

by the scan speed indicator 618).

As discussed above with respect t o FIG. 6B, the scan speed indictor

618 can be an arrow image that changes size as a function of the scan speed

calculated in block 418, an arrow image in a specific color depending on the

calculated scan speed, o r an arrow image that blinks or is otherwise animated

in accordance with the calculated scan speed. The arrow image points in a

rightward directionality, in the same d irection as the scan direction. It is

contemplated that the arrow image points in a leftward directionality if the

scan direction is from right to left.

FIG. 6 H illustrates a scan speed indicator region 672 similar t o the

scan speed indicator region 662 (FIG. 6G) except for the scan speed indicator

624 instead of the scan speed indicator 618. The scan speed ind icator 624 is

described above with respect t o FIG. 6C. The scan speed ind icator 624 can be

located to the right, above, o r below the portable device indicator 667.

FIG. 6 1 illustrates a scan speed indicator region 682 similar to the

scan speed indicator region 662 (FIG. 6G) except for a scan speed indicator 684

instead of the scan speed indicator 618. The scan speed indicator 684 can be

located to the right, above, o r below the portable device indicator 667. The

scan speed indicator 684 includes a dot or other image that moves t o the right

in accordance with the maximum scan speed (again, for example, as calculated

in block 418). The scan speed indicator 684 is configu red t o be a moving image

that the user "plays" catching up to with the porta ble device indicator 667

(wh ich represents the portable device scan ning in real-time t o capture the

panoramic image). For example, the scan speed indicator 684 may be a moving



dot analogous t o those common ly shown in karaoke song lyrics screens. The

scan speed indicator therefore sets a pace that the user matches by moving the

device such that the portable device indicator keeps pace with scan speed

indictor 684. Thus, the scan speed indicator region 682 is configured to provide

a gaming-l ike environment that presents preferred scan speed and a fun

interface for the user t o respond in response t o the presented scan speed.

FIGs. 6J-6K illustrate a scan speed indicator region 692 similar to the

scan speed indicator region 682 (FIG. 61) except for a scan speed indicator 694

instead of the scan speed indicator 684. The scan speed indicator 694 includes

another image representative of the porta ble device 200 that is located to the

right of the portable device indicator 667. The scan speed indicator 694 is

rendered as a translucent, less d istinct, or other image rendering

d istinguishable from the portable device indicator 667. For example, FIG. 6J

shows the scan speed indicator 694 rendered in dotted lines. As another

example, FIG. 6K shows the scan speed indicator 694 rendered as a ghost

image. The scan speed indicator 694 is configured to move t o the right in

accordance with the scan speed calculated in block 418. Similar to the gaming

aspect discussed above for FIG. 61, the scan speed indicator 694 is displayed for

the user t o attempt catching up to with the portable device indicator 667. As

the user catches up (or not), the relative position s of the portable device

indicator 667 and scan speed indicator 694 t o each other are updated on the

portable device 200.

FIG. 6L illustrates a scan speed indicator region 702 similar t o the

scan speed indicator region 692 (FIGs. 6J-6K) except for a scan speed indicator

704 instead of the scan speed indicator 694. The scan speed ind icator 704

includes a color bar that fil ls in toward the right at a rate in accordance with the

scan speed calcu lated in block 418. The scan speed indicator 704 is positioned

immed iately to the right of the portable device ind icator 667. For example, the

scan speed indicator 704 may be a green bar. As described above for FIGs. 6J-

6K, the user can "play" catch up to the scan speed ind icator 704 by moving the



portable device 200 at a certain speed . As the user catches up (or not), the

relative positions of the portable device indicator 667 and scan speed indicator

704 to each other are updated on the porta ble device 200.

FIG. 6M illustrates a scan speed indicator region 712 comprising a

scan speed indicator 714. The scan speed ind icator 714 is configured as a color

bar (e.g., green ) that fills in toward the right at a rate in accordance with the

scan speed calcu lated in block 418. For example, the horizontal length of scan

speed indicator 714 could be proportional to the ratio of the detected scan ning

speed to safe o r maximum scanning speed. Alternatively, the bar used as scan

speed indicator 714 may be used differently, such as t o indicate the amount of

progress in capturing the panoramic image; while t he color of the bar is used to

reflect the propriety of the scan speed.

FIGs. 6N-60 each depict a Ul w h ich includes an interactive element

providing guidance for the panoramic image captu re. As discussed relative t o

FIG. 6B, a scan speed indicator 720 provides guidan ce for the appropriate

scan ning speed, and also indicates the direction of the scan; but unlike scan

speed indicator 618 of FIG. 6B, scan speed indicator 720 is an interactive

element such as would be displayed on a device with a touch screen display. In

response t o a user touch, as indicated by the shaded region 722 over scan

speed indicator 720, the arrow will reverse d irection, as depicted in FIG. 60. In

the depicted embodiment, scan speed indicator 720 remains essentially the

same location, but reverses direction in response t o the touch input. As an

alternative, in response t o the touch input, scan speed indicator 720 could

move t o the opposite side 726 of the initial frame 724 so that the indicator 720

wou ld "lead" the scan, and therefore would not need to be superimposed over

one or more of the image portions captu red to form the panoramic image.

FIGs. 6P-6Q each depict an alternative Ul configured t o provide

feed back t o a user if the user should happen to tilt the camera device away

from the plane in which the device was oriented when the panoramic capture

scan was initiated. For example, FIG. 6 P depicts an initial image portion 728.



Although other alternatives are possible, it is reasonable t o assume that when a

user begins the scann ing operation the camera is correctly oriented to capture

the intended su bject matter. However, as the user begins the movement which

will scan the camera device, there is a risk that the orientation may change. As

depicted in FIG. 6Q, as can be seen from a comparison of initial image portion

728, and following image portion 730, the latter image portion is non

contiguous with initial image portion 728; and as can be visually detected by

comparison of the two image portions there is a far greater d imension of open

space at the top of the image, indicating that the camera has been tilted away

from the in itial plane, with the top of the camera moving away from the su bject

matter, thereby moving the pictu re lower within the viewfinder. Accordingly,

vertical tilt indicator 738 is displayed, which in t h is example includes a pair of

largely vertically-extending, guidance crossbars 732, 734 connected by a

horizontal connector 736. Because of the descri bed tilt of the camera, the tops

of the crossbars converge in a representation consistent with the upper portion

of the camera device being moved closer t o the user. In some em bodiments,

the crossbars wil l be updated in real time, and as the camera tilt is reversed

toward the original position, the opposing crossbars will move toward a more

parallel relationship t o one another. An inclination reference of this type can

be generated in response t o a gyroscope or other inclination sensor in the

camera device.

FIGs. 6R-6T depict configurations for a Ul that at least in part

represent alternative presentations to that discussed above in reference t o FIG.

6B. Because of the similarity in some of the Ul elements in these figures t o

elements in FIG 6B, elements that are the same, but for placement, have been

num bered similarly, but with prime designators (i.e., 614', 616,' etc.). As can be

seen from a comparison of FIG. 6B to FIG. 6R, the previous and current image

capture portions of FIG. 6B, 614 and 616, respectively, have been moved from

the top of the display to a user guidance panel, in this case defined by a

surrounding border 738. The user gu idance panel is superimposed over a

central portion of provisional image 602. Additional ly, the scan speed indicator



618' is also used as part of a vertical position indicator, by the incorporation of

a current scan l ine location ind icator 740. At the begin ning of any panoramic

capture process, original scan line location indicator 740 wil l be aligned with the

longitudinal axis through the center of the arrow shape of scan speed indicator

618'. To the extent that the vertical position of the portable device changes

from the original position, then the original scan line indicator will be presented

as offset relative t o a constant position of the scan speed indicator 618'. As

d iscussed relative t o FIG. 6B, the vertical position of the portable device can

include one or both of vertical distance relative t o a reference and vertical

orientation relative t o a horizontal or vertical plane (i.e., tilt). As a result, for

example, in the example of an em bodiment of the portable device that is

configured to determine a vertical position that includes tilt, if the top of the

portable device is tilted back (away from the original orientation ), during use,

then the original scan line location indicator 740 will move t o a position above

the central longitudinal axis of scan speed ind icator 618', thereby indicating t o a

user that the tilt needs t o be reversed, such that the original scan line location

indicator 740 will once again align with the centra l longitudinal axis of scan

speed indicator 618'. As an alternative, the em bodiment could be configured

such that instead of scan speed indicator 618' remaining in a fixed position in

the Ul, and the original scan line location indicator 740 varying position in

response t o changes in the vertical position of the portable device, the original

scan line location indicator 740 could remain in a fixed position in the Ul, with

the scan speed indicator 618' moving up or down in response t o changes in the

vertical position of the portable device.

FIG. 6 S depicts a variation on the Ul of FIG. 6T in which the

provisional image is visible, but dimin ished in visibility, such as by being

presented at a noticea bly lower apparent brightness (or being "greyed out"), as

indicated by the cross-hatching, so as to assist a user in focusing on the user

guidance panel with in border 738. Additionally, the Ul includes an indicator

region 742, here in the form of a contrasting color "light" displayed on the

screen, to ind icate that a panoramic image capture is taking place. As an



alternative t o the indicator region 742, the appearance of border 738 may be

caused to change appearance, such as by changing color, when the panoramic

image capture is in process.

FIG. 6T depicts a variation on the Ul of FIGs. 6R and 6S, in which

controls for starting and stopping the panoramic image capture process are

provided in the Ul . In t h is example, regions on the touch screen form virtual

buttons t o receive inputs to start and stop the process, as indicated at 744 and

748, respectively. Because the Ul reflects that a panoramic image capture

process is underway, the "start" button is greyed out (or could be removed

from the screen entirely), as indicted by the dotted line representation. As an

alternative, in some embodiments, on ly a single virtual button will be provided,

and can be configured to display a first legend to prompt and receive a user

input to start panoramic image captu re; and once started, to display another

legend t o prompt and receive a user input t o stop panoramic image capture. As

with other Uls as discussed herein, sounds may be associated with the controls

t o start and stop panoramic image captu re. For example, different "beep"

sounds could be presented in association with receiving user inputs to start and

stop panoramic image capture. As just one example, different beep patterns

might be presented, such as one beep when image captu re is started and two

beeps when image captu re ends.

FIG. 6U depicts a Ul for initiating panoramic capture mode through

use of on-screen virtual buttons to select one or more image captu re modes, in

the depicted example t o select a panoramic capture mode t hrough virtual

button 750 or to select high dynamic range image capture through virtual

button 752. For example, once the panoramic capture mode is selected by a

user, a Ul specific t o the panoramic capture process may be presented, such as,

for example, a Ul such as any of those depicted in any of FIGs. 6A-6T.

These and other variations for presenting the preferred scan speed

are contemplated herein; and for many em bodiments, once guidance has been

provided to a user, the system will continue to mon itor the system state(s) and



will provide ongoing feed back t o the user. For exa mple, referring again t o FIG.

4, once the provisional image, scan line indicators, and/or scan speed indicator

are displayed on the porta ble device 200, blocks 404-420 repeat in real-time if

the panoramic image captu re is still in progress (block 422 and no branch 424).

The next iteration of the blocks 404-420 includes a feed back loop t o the user's

response t o the d isplayed information, such as movi ng the porta ble device 200

up or down to align with the original scan line or panning the portable device

200 faster o r slower.

On the other hand, if the end of the scan path has been reached

(block 422 and yes branch 426), then image data capture for the given

panoramic image is completed . The end of the scan path can be implicit o r

explicit. For example, if the panoramic mode of operation of the porta ble

device 200 has a maximu m scan path range of 180 degrees, then the portable

device 200 may automatically cease image captu re once a scanning range of

180 degrees is detected. As another example, as discussed above, the user may

actuate a stop panoramic image capture button or icon provided on the

portable device 200, such as a button or icon (i.e., a virtual button ) provided

with in the Ul, or within a men u bar of the Ul screen (e.g., bottom portion of the

screen 610 of 6B).

It should be understood that the scan l ine indicators and the scan

speed indicators may be provided either together or ind ividually with a

provisional image. In one embod iment, the provisional image and the scan line

indicators may be displayed together on the portable device 200 (blocks 410

and 416), such as shown in FIG. 6A. In another em bodiment, the provisional

image and the scan speed indicators may be displayed together on the portable

device 200 (blocks 410 and 420), such as shown in FIGs. 6B-6Q. In stil l another

embodiment, the provisional image, scan line indicators, and scan speed

indicators may all be displayed together on the porta ble device 200 (blocks 410,

416, and 420), as depicted in FIGs. 6R-6T. It is also contemplated that one or



more of blocks 404-420 may occur more frequently than others of blocks 404-

420 du ring a given iteration of the blocks 404-420.

In this manner, the portable device 200 is configu red t o provide real

time vertical and/or horizontal direction scan guidance indicators during

scan ning an object/scen e of interest with the porta ble device 200 t o capture a

panoramic photograph of such object/scen e of interest. The vertical direction

scan guidance indicator includes at least a non-textual image of the original

scan line, the cu rrent scan line, and an indicator for the user t o horizontal ly

reposition the portable device 200 (e.g., move the device up or down from the

current position ) t o al ign the cu rrent scan line with the original scan line. The

horizontal direction scan guidance indicator includ es at least a scan speed

indicator in accordance with a calculated scan speed (also referred t o as an

estimated scan speed, upcoming scan speed, or safe scan speed) at which the

scan speed is fast as possible and the upcoming image processing capability of

the portable device 200 will not be exceeded. Additional information may be

provided during scanning such as, but not limited to, a prel iminary image

corresponding t o the current image being captured or an image indicating the

amount of progress toward completion of the panoram ic image capture.

FIG. 7 illustrates a block d iagram representation of an example

arch itectu re for any of the portable devices of FIGs. 1A-1E (each within the

scope of a "portable device" 200, and each also a "camera device," as descri bed

herein). Many configurations for portable device 200 will include one or more

processors which will operate pursuant to one or more sets of instructions for

causing the machine t o perform any one or more of the methodologies

d iscussed herein, as well as add itional functionalities.

An example porta ble device 200 (also referred t o as a "mobile

device" 200) includes a processor 802 (e.g., a central processing un it (CPU ), a

graphics processing unit (G PU ) o r both), a main memory 804 and a static

memory 806, w h ich commun icate with each other via a bus 808. The example

portable device 200 further incl udes a video display unit 810 (e.g., a liquid



crystal display (LCD), an organic light emitting diode (OLED) display, an infrared

touch screen, or a cathode ray t ube (CRT)). The video display un it 810 will, in

some em bodiments, include a touch sensor panel 102 (FIGs. 1A-1E). The

portable device 200 also includes one or more input units 230 (e.g., a camera,

image capture unit, a machine reada ble information reader, etc.) and sensor(s)

832 (e.g., an angular velocity sensor such as a gyroscope, an accelerometer, a

global positioning system (G PS) unit, and/or other device state o r motion

sensors); and may include related units such as a light flash source for the

camera. In many em bodiments, the portable device 200 will also include an

alphanumeric input device 812 (e.g., a keyboard, which may be either

mechanical or virtual ), a cursor control device 814 (e.g., a mouse, a track pad, a

track ball, etc.), a disk d rive unit 816, a signal generation device 828 (e.g., a

speaker), and a network interface device 820 (e.g., a transceiver, a WiFi

transceiver, a cel lular transceiver, etc.).

In some embodiments, the controller assem bly 104 includes the

processor 802. In other em bod iments, the controller assembly 104 includes the

processor 802, input unit(s) 830, and sensor(s) 832. In still other em bodiments,

the controller assembly 104 includes the processor 802, input unit(s) 830,

sensor(s) 832, main memory 804, static memory 806, and one or more other

components shown in FIG. 8.

The d isk drive unit 816 includes a machine-readable medium 818 on

which is stored one or more sets of executable instructions 824 (e.g., apps)

embodying any one or more of the methodologies or functions descri bed

herein. In place of the disk drive un it, a solid-state storage device, such as

those comprising flash memory (or another form of general ly non-volatile

storage) may be utilized. The executable instructions 824 may also reside,

completely or at least partially, within the main memory 804 and/or within the

processor 802 during execution thereof by the portable device 200; the main

memory 804 and the processor 802 also constituting mach ine-reada ble media.

Alternatively, the instructions may be only temporarily stored on a mach ine-



readable medium within porta ble device 200, and until such time may be

stored external ly, and received over a network 826 via the network interface

device 820.

While the machine-reada ble medium 818 is shown in an example

embodiment to be a single medium, the term "machine-readable medium" as

used herein should be taken to include all forms of storage med ia, either as a

single mediu m or multiple media, in all forms; e.g., a centralized or distributed

database and/or associated caches and servers; one or more storage devices,

such as storage drives (including e.g., magnetic and optical drives and storage

mechanisms), and one or more instances of memory devices or mod ules

(whether main memory, cache storage either internal or external to a

processor, or buffers. The term "machine-readable medium" or "computer-

readable medium" shall be taken to incl ude any tangible non-transitory

med ium wh ich is capable of storing or encod ing a sequence of instructions for

execution by the machine and that cause the machine to perform any one of

the methodologies. The term "non-transitory medium" expressly includes all

forms of storage drives (optical, magnetic, etc. ) and all forms of memory

devices (e.g., DRAM, Flash (of all storage designs), SRAM, MRAM, phase

change, etc., as well as all other structures designed to store information of any

type for later retrieval.

It wil l be appreciated that, for clarity purposes, the above

description descri bes some embodiments with reference to different functional

units or processors. However, it wil l be apparent that any suitable distribution

of functional ity between different functional units, processors, or domains may

be used without detracting from the invention . For example, functionality

illustrated to be performed by separate processors or controllers may be

performed by the same processor or controller. Hence, references to specific

functional units are on ly t o be seen as references to su itable means for

providing the described functionality, rather than indicative of a strict logical or

physical structure or organ ization.



As is apparent from the above description, certain systems or

processes are descri bed herein as being implemented in or through use of one

or more "mod ules." A "module" as used herein is an apparatus configured to

perform identified functional ity through software, firmware, hardware, or any

com bination thereof. When the functionality of a module is performed in any

part t hrough software or firmware, the module includes at least one machine

readable medium (as addressed earlier herein) bearing instructions that when

executed by one or more processors, performs the associated functionality

implemented in software or firmware. Where the description makes reference

to certain functionality being performed by a "circu it" it should be clearly

understood that any such functionality may alternatively be implemented, at

least in part, though software or firmware. Separate "modules" implemented

at least in part in program instructions may be implemented through one or

more instances of machine reada ble med ia; and thus reference to such

"modules" does not suggest either any separate hardware or any segregation

of the instructions for the identified modu les.

Considering em bodiments in which modules are temporarily

configured (e.g., programmed ), each of the modu les or components need not

be configured or instantiated at any one instance in time. For example, where

the modules include program instructions for implementation by a general-

purpose processor, such processor may be configu red as respective different

modules at different times. Software may accordingly configure the processor

t o constitute a particular module at one instance of time and to constitute a

different module at a different instance of time; or al l mod ules may be

implemented simultaneously.

Many additional modifications and variations may be made in the

tech niques and structures descri bed and i l lustrated herein without departing

from the spirit and the scope of the present invention. Accordingly, the present

invention should be clearly understood to be limited only by the scope of the

claims and equivalents thereof.



CLAIMS

What is claimed is:

1. A method to facilitate obtaining a panoramic image using a porta ble

device having a display and an image captu re unit, the method comprising:

displaying on the display a user interface for the image capture un it;

detecting a first device state associated with captu ring a first image portion of

the panoramic image;

detecting a second device state associated with captu ring a second image

portion of the panoramic image, wherein the second image portion is

captured after the first image portion, wherein the second device state

comprises at least one of,

a vertical position of the portable device,

a horizontal position of the porta ble device, and

an angular orientation of the portable device; and

in response to the detected first and second device states, providing at the

portable device, a scan guidance indicator t o change the second device

state.

2. The method of claim 1, wherein the first device state comprises the

original vertical position of the portable device at a start of the scan path; and

wherein the second device state comprises the vertical position of the portable

device proximately before the capturing of the second image portion.

3. The method of claim 2, wherein the scan guidance indicator comprises:

a current scan l ine indicator corresponding to the current vertical position of

the portable device;

an original scan line ind icator corresponding to the original vertical position of

the portable device, where the distance between the two scan line

indicators depicts the vertical displacement between the two positions;

and



a scan line al ignment indicator of the direction to move the current vertical

position of the portable device to approach the original vertical position

of the portable device.

4 . The method of claim 1, wherein the scan guidance indicator comprises

one of a non-textual visual element, an audible ind icator, and a tactile

indicator.

5. The method of claim 1, wherein the portable device display functions as

a viewfinder for the image capture unit; and wherein the viewfinder displays a

preliminary image of the second image portion before captu re and the scan

guidance indicator is overlaid over the preliminary image.

6. The method of claim 1, further comprising:

determining that the scanning speed of the portable device is outside of a

preferred range of speeds; and

displaying a non-textual visual guide on the display to guide the user to move

the portable device within the preferred range of scanning speeds.

7. The method of claim 6 wherein the non-textual visual guide comprises

at least one animated visual element.

8. A portable device, comprising:

a display;

at least one storage device;

at least one sensor of a device motion sensor and an orientation sensor;

an image capture unit; and

at least one processor in opera ble communication with the display, the

memory, the sensor, and the image capture unit;

wherein the storage device comprises instructions that, when executed by the

at least one processor, performs operations comprising,

providing on the display, a user interface for the image captu re un it,

detecting a first device state associated with captu ring a first image

portion of the panoramic image;



detecting a second device state associated with captu ring a second

image portion of the panoramic image, wherein the second

image portion is captured after the first image portion, wherein

the second device state comprises at least one of,

a vertical position of the portable device,

a horizontal position of the porta ble device, and

an angular orientation of the portable device; and

in response to the detected first and second device states, providing at

the portable device, a scan gu idance indicator t o change the

second device state.

9. The portable device of claim 8, wherein the sensor comprises at least

one of an angular velocity sensor, a gyroscope, and an accelerometer.

10. The portable device of claim 8, wherein the portable device represents

one of, a mobile telephone, a smartphone, a tablet, an multimedia playback

device, a personal computer, a laptop, and a camera.

11. The portable device of claim 8, wherein the scan gu idance indicator

comprises at least one of a non-textual visual element, an audible indicator,

and a tactile indicator.

12. The portable device of claim 8, wherein the first device state comprises

the original vertical position of the portable device at a start of the scan path,

and wherein the second device state comprises the vertical position of the

portable device proximately before the time of capturing the second image

portion.

13. The portable device of claim 11, wherein the scan guidance indicator

comprises:

a current scan l ine indicator corresponding to the vertical position of the

portable device;



an original scan line ind icator corresponding to the original vertical position,

where the distance between the two scan l ine indicators depicts the

vertical displacement between the two positions; and

a scan line al ignment indicator of the direction to move the current vertical

position of the portable device to approach the original vertical position

of the portable device.

14. The method of claim 1, further comprising:

determining that the scanning speed of the portable device is outside of a

preferred range of speeds; and

displaying a non-textual visual guide on the display to guide the user to move

the portable device within the preferred range of scanning speeds.

15. The method of claim 14, wherein the non-textual visual guide comprises

at least one animated visual element.

16. A non-transitory, machine-reada ble med ium includ ing instructions that,

when executed by a processor, cause the processor of a portable device to

perform operations comprising:

displaying a user interface on a display of the porta ble device, the user

interface for an image captu re unit of the portable device;

determining a sensor indication of a first device state associated with obtaining

a first image portion of a panoramic image;

detecting a sensor indication of a second device state associated with capturing

a second image portion of the panoramic image, wherein the second

image portion is captured after the first image portion, wherein the

second device state comprises at least one of,

a vertical position of the portable device,

a horizontal position of the porta ble device, and

an angular orientation of the portable device; and

in response to the detected first and second device states, providing at the

portable device, a scan guidance indicator t o change the second device

state.



17. The computer readable medium of claim 16, wherein the scan gu idance

indicator comprises at least one of a non-textual visual element, an audible

indicator, and a tactile indicator.

18. The computer readable medium of claim 16, wherein the determin ing of

the first device state comprises determining the original vertical position of the

portable device at a start of the scan path, and wherein determin ing the second

device state comprises determining the vertical position of the porta ble device

proximately before the time of capturing the second image portion.

19. The computer readable medium of claim 16, wherein the scan gu idance

indicator comprises:

a current scan l ine indicator corresponding to the vertical position of the

portable device;

an original scan line ind icator corresponding to the original vertical position,

where the distance between the two scan l ine indicators depicts the

vertical displacement between the two positions; and

a scan line al ignment indicator of the direction to move the current vertical

position of the portable device to approach the original vertical position

of the portable device.

20. A method to facilitate obtaining a panoramic image using a portable

device having a display and an image captu re unit, the method comprising:

displaying on the display a user interface for the image capture un it;

detecting a scanning speed associated with capturing an image portion of the

panoramic image;

determining an upcoming image processing capability of the portable device;

in response to the determined upcoming image processing capability of the

device, determin ing that the detected scan ning speed is outside of one

or more preferred scanning speeds for captu ring image portions of a

panoramic image; and

on the display, displaying a scan guidance indicator t o change the scanning

speed toward one or more of the preferred scanning speeds.



21. The method of claim 20, wherein the scan guidance ind icator comprises

an interactive element.

22. The method of claim 20, wherein the scan guidance ind icator comprises

an indicator of a speed difference between the determined scan speed and one

or more of the preferred scanning speeds.

23. The method of claim 20, wherein the scan guidance ind icator comprises

a speed correction indicator.

24. The method of claim 20, wherein the scan guidance ind icator indicates

the determined scan speed.

25. A portable device, comprising:

a display;

at least one storage device;

at least one sensor of a device motion sensor and an orientation sensor;

an image capture unit; and

at least one processor in opera ble communication with the display, the

memory, the sensor, and the image capture unit;

wherein the storage device comprises instructions that, when executed by the

at least one processor, performs operations comprising,

displaying on the display a user interface for the image capture un it;

detecting a scanning speed associated with capturing an image portion

of the panoramic image;

determining an upcoming image processing capability of the portable

device;

in response to the determined upcoming image processing capability of

the device, determining that the detected scanning speed is

outside of one or more preferred scan ning speeds for capturing

image portions of a panoramic image; and



on the display, displaying a scan guidance indicator t o change the

scan ning speed toward one or more of the preferred scan ning

speeds.

26. The portable device of claim 25, wherein the scan guidance indicator

comprises an interactive element.

27. The portable device of claim 25, wherein the scan guidance indicator

comprises an indicator of a speed difference between the determined scan

speed and one or more of the preferred scanning speeds.

28. The portable device of claim 25, wherein the scan guidance indicator

comprises a speed correction indicator.

29. The portable device of claim 25, wherein the scan guidance indicator

indicates the determined scan speed.
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